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Abstract—A large variety of solutions for widening the dynamic
range (DR) of CMOS image sensors has been proposed throughout
the years. We propose a set of criteria upon which an effective
comparative analysis of the performance of wide-DR (WDR) sen-
sors can be done. Sensors for WDR are divided into seven cate-
gories: 1) companding sensors; 2) multimode sensors; 3) clipping
sensors; 4) frequency-based sensors; 5) time-to-saturation (time-
to-first spike) sensors; 6) global-control-over-the-integration-time
sensors; and 7) autonomous-control-over-the-integration-time
sensors. The comparative analysis for each category is based upon
the quantitative assessments of the following parameters: signal-
to-noise ratio, DR extension, noise floor, minimal transistor count,
and sensitivity. These parameters are assessed using consistent
assumptions and definitions, which are common to all WDR sensor
categories. The advantages and disadvantages of each category
in the sense of power consumption and data rate are discussed
qualitatively. The influence of technology advancements on the
proposed set of criteria is discussed as well.

Index Terms—Active pixel sensor (APS), CMOS image sensors
(CIS), dynamic range (DR), noise floor (NF), sensitivity, sensors,
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ABILITY to integrate various smart functions of
imagers on a single chip [1], [2], using CMOS technology,

has been the stimulation for fast growth of the production of
digital cameras based on this technology. A large variety of
smart functions allowed CMOS imagers to be implemented in
the areas of security vision systems, medical devices, quality
control, and space research [3].

While scaling trends in CMOS technology facilitate higher
resolution imaging, they also have an adverse effect on image
performance, leading to limited quantum efficiency, increased
leakage current, and reduced signal swing [4], hence reduced
dynamic range (DR) of the sensor [3], [5], [6]. The DR is one
of the most important figures of merit in CMOS image sensors
(CISs) and quantifies the ability of a sensor to image highlights
and shadows. In cases of high illumination levels, a narrow DR
causes the saturation of pixels with high sensitivity, resulting in
loss of information. These issues provide researchers with many
challenges during their efforts to realize high-quality CIS-based
vision systems.
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The overall task for wide-DR (WDR) imaging can be divided
into two distinguished stages: image capture, preventing the
loss of scene details, and image compression, allowing im-
age representation on conventional computer screens. The first
stage is a challenge mainly for image sensor designers and
can be implemented at the pixel or system levels, whereas the
second stage is mainly accomplished in software. This paper
examines only the solutions that are relevant to the first stage,
i.e., to the image capture ability. Improvement of image capture
capability can be done either by reducing the noise floor (NF) of
the sensor [7]–[10] or by extending its saturation toward higher
light intensities. Here, we focus on the solutions that extend the
DR toward high light intensities.

Various solutions for extending the DR in CISs at the pixel or
system levels have been presented in recent years. A qualitative
summary of the existing solutions and their comparisons are
presented in [11]. In that paper, the WDR algorithms have
been divided into six general categories. This paper updates
the division to categories and provides quantitative assessments
of sensor performance within each category, as well as overall
qualitative comparisons between the different categories. The
updated classification of the WDR schemes is presented in the
following: 1) companding sensors that compress their response
to light due to their logarithmic transfer function; 2) multimode
sensors that have a linear and a logarithmic response at dark
and bright illumination levels, respectively (i.e., they are able
to switch between linear and logarithmic modes of operation);
3) clipping sensors, in which a capacity well adjustment
method is applied; 4) frequency-based sensors, where the sen-
sor output is converted into a pulse frequency; 5) time-to-
saturation [(TTS); time-to-first spike] sensors, where the image
is processed according to the time the pixel was detected as
saturated; 6) sensors with global control over the integration
time; and 7) sensors with autonomous control over the integra-
tion time, where each pixel has control over its own exposure
period. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the definitions and basic assumptions. Section III presents the
quantitative study of the WDR schemes. Section IV presents
the discussion. Section V summarizes the study.

II. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

To be consistent throughout the comparisons presented in
this paper, we have defined basic assumptions that are applica-
ble for each algorithm. Moreover, these assumptions simplify
the numeric analysis of each approach for widening the DR. We
assume that pixels within each group of WDR sensors operate
without color filters, i.e., the signal from the pixel is converted
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in grayscale. Symbols iph, idc, and σr relate to photogenerated
current, dark current, and readout signal deviation, respectively.
We assume that the incident light intensity is constant over the
frame and that the transfer function from the light intensity to
the photogenerated current is linear and constant. This assump-
tion allows us to easily calculate the accumulated photocharge.
For all of the sensor groups, aside from the logarithmic ones, we
assume that the longest integration time is tint. We also assume
that all sensors operate at a video frame rate (30 frames per
second), and, therefore, the longest integration time is 30 ms.
All signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) calculations were performed
for the same range of photogenerated current iph. In order to
simplify further the calculations, we assume that the dark signal
is equal to 0.1 fA. We also assume that all capacitances within
the pixel are time invariant; otherwise, all calculations become
extremely complex. Each pixel is represented with functional
blocks in order to make calculations for a particular group of
WDR sensors as general as possible. For example, the photo-
diode that integrates photocharge during the frame is replaced
with the integrator block “

∫
.” Note that, since the accumulated

photogenerated charge is negative, the current flows out of the
integrator block. The equivalent capacitance associated with
the integrator Cint is equal for all pixels and is set to 10 fF.
The saturation signal is 1 V for all techniques except the
logarithmic one. The analog-to-digital converter (ADC) used
for the final analog-to-digital (A–D) conversion has the same
resolution for all the sensors. The full well capacity of a pixel
(without additional capacitances) is defined by Qmax. The
in-pixel source follower amplifier, utilized for nondestructive
readout, is assumed to have constant gain and to operate in the
saturation region. The gain fixed pattern noise (FPN) σPRNU

(where PRNU stands for “photoresponse nonuniformity”) com-
ponent in all systems (except the logarithmic mode) is assumed
to be between 0.1% and 0.3% of the photogenerated signal,
according to the functionality and the minimal number of
transistors required for the implementation of the pixel in the
specific category of WDR sensors. The offset FPN σOff_FPN

component is assumed to vary from 0.1% to 0.3% of the sat-
uration signal according to the functionality, minimal number
of transistors inside the pixel, and calibration procedure com-
plexity. The minimal number of transistors within the pixel is
assessed assuming that each switch and source follower are im-
plemented with one and with two transistors, respectively. The
comparator is implemented with five transistors, and the mem-
ory unit is implemented with six transistors. We also assume
that the pixels do not share any transistors between them.

The minimal readout noise is 3e−. Thermal noise stored on
capacitors, which is referred to as “kTC” noise, is taken into
consideration only when it is caused by the reset operation. This
noise is a function of the sensor temperature T , which is given
in degrees Kelvin. The bulk effect is ignored; otherwise, the
threshold voltage is a function of the signal itself.

The SNR of each WDR scheme is defined as the ratio
between the photogenerated signal and the root mean square
of the average noise power. The average power of the noise is
calculated by summarizing the variances of all the noise com-
ponents, assuming that none of the noise random processes are
correlated. Note that all noise components are input referred.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the reference APS.

When the photocurrent exceeds the bounds of the system’s DR,
its SNR drops to zero. However, the SNR as defined previously
is not sufficient for the evaluation of sensor ability to image
high DR scenes since it does not indicate the sensitivity of the
sensor, i.e., the ability to distinguish between two adjacent light
intensities. Therefore, in this paper, we perform an analysis of
sensitivity along with SNR and DR throughout the whole range
of relevant photocurrents. This analysis allows assessing the ef-
fectiveness of a certain DR extension. The sensitivity parameter
in this paper is defined as the derivative of the pixel output with
respect to the photogenerated current and is presented in volts
per picoampere. The sensitivity for photocurrents exceeding the
DR is zero. We also define the minimum detectable signal as
NF, evaluated in electrons.

In order to compare the parameters, such as NF, minimal
transistor count, etc., a conventional three-transistor (3T) ac-
tive pixel sensor (APS) cell, shown in Fig. 1, was taken as
a reference pixel. In this pixel, the photogenerated and dark
currents iph discharge an integrator capacitance. At the end of
the integration time, the voltage at the “sense” node is read out
(Vout) using a source follower amplifier (Buffer in Fig. 1). Ibias

is the columnwise current source associated with the Buffer. A
new integration starts after the photodiode is reset by activating
the “Reset” signal. The SNR for the reference sensor is given by

SNR=20 log10

iphtint
Cint√

σ2
r + q(iph+idc)tint

C2
int

+
σ2
PRNUi2pht2int

C2
int

+σ2
Off_FPN

Q2
max

C2
int

. (1)

The NF is calculated as follows:

NF =
Cint

q

√
σ2

r +
qidctint

C2
int

+ σ2
Off_FPN

Q2
max

C2
int

. (2)

All the calculations are performed using MATLAB.
Fig. 2 presents the calculated SNR for a 3T APS-based

sensor.
The calculation of the SNR for the reference pixel is per-

formed with the following values:

Qmax = 62 500e− T = 300 K σr = 48 μV

Cint = 10 fF σPRNU = 0.1% σOff_FPN = 0.1%

NF = 65e− .
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Fig. 2. Calculated SNR for the reference sensor.

Fig. 3. Sensitivity of the reference sensor.

The “knee” in the SNR curve (Fig. 2) is caused by an offset
FPN component, which is taken into account in (1).

The sensitivity S (depicted in Fig. 3) of the reference sensor
is given by

S =
dVsense

diph
=

d

diph

(
iphtint

Cint

)
=

tint

Cint
. (3)

In all of the DR calculations, the following basic DR defini-
tion is used:

DR = 20 log10

imax

imin
(4)

where imax is the largest detectable photogenerated current and
imin is the smallest detectable current defined by the NF.

For all of the reviewed solutions, the maximum DR extension
is presented by the DR factor (DRF) [12]. This factor represents
the DR extension for each particular WDR algorithm. The
calculation of the DRF is unique for each WDR algorithm. In
this paper, we present it in decibels in order to bring it to the
same scale as the DR. For some algorithms, it is calculated as
the ratio of the integration times, whereas, for other algorithms,
it is defined as the ratio between the integration capacitances.
In some cases, it is a combination of both the aforementioned
ratios. Power consumption for each category of WDR sensors
is assessed qualitatively. Quantitative analysis of the power
consumption parameter is out of the scope of this paper.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of a logarithmic response pixel.

III. CALCULATION OF SNR OF WDR SENSORS

A. Companding Sensors (Logarithmic Compressed
Response Photodetectors)

Pixels with a compressed response, as depicted in Fig. 4,
achieve an extremely high DR (over 100 dB). Their compand-
ing ability enables the representation of a wide range of light
intensities by a relatively small signal voltage swing [13]–[16].
The companding characteristic is achieved through the logarith-
mic relation between the current flowing within the pixel and
the output voltage, as shown in

iIn = iph + idc = I0e
q(Vbias_tr−Vsense−Vth_tr)

kT (5)

where iIn is the pixel current that is composed of photogener-
ated iph and dark currents idc. I0 is equivalent to the current iIn
when transistor Mtr is at onset of the subthreshold operation
region. k is the Boltzmann constant. The voltages Vbias_tr

and Vth_tr are the bias and the threshold voltages of Mtr,
respectively. Vsense is the voltage at the sensing node “sense”
of the pixel. We can express the voltage signal caused by light
fallen onto a pixel with reference to the signal caused by the
dark current only as follows:

Vsig =
kT

q
ln

(
iph

idc

)
. (6)

The shot noise variance in the logarithmic pixel is given by

V̄ 2
shot =

kT

2CPD
(7)

where CPD is the capacitance of the photodiode.
By using (6) for the effective signal energy calculation and

by summing up all the noise sources (readout, FPN, and shot
noise), we get the following expression:

SNR = 20 log10

kT
q ln iph

idc√
σ2

r + kT

2CPD
+ σ2

PRNU_ logi
2
ph + σ2

Off_FPNV 2
th_tr

(8)

where σr is the voltage deviation caused by the readout process
and σPRNU_ log and σOff_FPN are the gain and offset FPN
components, respectively. Note that σPRNU_ log is a function
of the photogenerated signal itself since the sensor transfer
function is nonlinear. The signal swing of the logarithmic pixel
is equal to Vth_tr; thus, this parameter is the reference for the
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Fig. 5. Calculated SNR for the logarithmic sensor.

offset FPN component calculation. Note that the logarithmic
pixel depicted in Fig. 4 cannot be calibrated; therefore, the
offset FPN is considered to be 0.3%. Fig. 5 shows the calculated
results for the logarithmic sensor SNR. The dashed line denotes
the SNR of the reference sensor.

The SNR calculation was performed using the following
values:

T = 300 K σr = 96 μV Cpd = 10 fF

Vth_tr = 0.5 V σPRNU_ log = 0.0026 V/iph

σOff_FPN = 0.3% NF = 109e− .

The NF for the logarithmic pixel is calculated by

NF =
Cint

q

√
σ2

r +
kT

2CPD
+ σ2

Off_FPN

V 2
th_tr

C2
PD

. (9)

The logarithmic pixel’s DRF (in relation to the reference
pixel) can be expressed as follows:

DRF = 20 log10

I0

iref_sat
(10)

where iref_sat is the saturation current of the reference pixel
that is given by

iref_sat =
CintΔV

tint
(11)

where ΔV is the saturation signal.
Substituting the appropriate values into (10) and (11), we get

that the DRF is approximately equal to 50 dB.
Although the logarithmic pixels provide a large WDR, they

suffer from increased FPN, reduced sensitivity, and reduced sig-
nal swing. The FPN offset component can partially be removed
through a calibration procedure reported in [16]. This procedure
cancels out the threshold voltage variations, but other offset
components remain untouched, such as dark current spatial
variations across the pixel array. An improved version of this
calibrating procedure is proposed in [15]. Complex recursive
algorithms that reduce the offset and even the gain components
of FPN are reported in [17], but these algorithms are very
difficult to implement on the same die as the pixel array.

Fig. 6. Sensitivity of the logarithmic sensor.

The loss of sensitivity and, as a result of it, loss of informa-
tion can clearly be seen when we derive the sensitivity of the
logarithmic sensor

S =
dVsense

diph
=

d

diph

kT

q
ln

(
iph

idc

)
=

kT

qiph
. (12)

From Fig. 6, we can tell that, although the sensor sensitivity
is greater than zero throughout five decades, it drops virtually
to zero after three decades only, making high light intensities
very difficult to distinguish.

As previously mentioned, the threshold voltage Vth limits the
output voltage swing of a conventional logarithmic pixel to a
few hundred millivolts. The problem of reduced swing in the
logarithmic pixel is addressed in [18], where a load transistor
is added within the pixel. While increasing the output voltage
swing, this solution results in increased gain FPN. Moreover,
the logarithmic pixels suffer from image lag. This undesired
lag effect is most pronounced at low light conditions, and it
is caused by a long settling time constant that can exceed the
frame time.

B. Multimode Sensors

Multimode sensors have multiple modes of operation, ex-
ploiting the advantages of each mode. At low illumination con-
ditions, they operate as conventional linear pixels, whereas, at
high illuminations, they operate as companding pixels. A possi-
ble implementation of a multimode sensor is presented in [19].
In this implementation, the pixel can operate both in a conven-
tional integration mode and in a current readout mode. In this
case, the final logarithmic conversion of the current to voltage is
performed outside the pixel. Another possible implementation
of a multimode sensor is presented in [20], where the sensor
passes from linear to logarithmic mode by itself during the
frame. On the other hand, in the pixel depicted in Fig. 7,
the transfer function can be switched between logarithmic and
linear modes. Consequently, a nondestructive readout in either
linear or logarithmic mode can be performed at the pixel level
and then read out using an analog buffer, as presented in [21]
and [22]. In the linear integration mode of operation, the SNR
is given by (1).
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Fig. 7. Linear–logarithmic multimode pixel with voltage readout.

Fig. 8. (a) Calculated SNR of single-mode sensors (logarithmic and linear).
(b) Combined SNR of the multimode sensor.

The SNR of a pixel operating in a continuous logarithmic
mode can be expressed using (8). Therefore, by deliberately
“stitching” the regions of sensor operation, we can achieve an
optimal SNR for each of the intensities within the DR.

Fig. 8(a) shows the SNR curves of single-mode sensors
(the logarithmic and the linear modes of operation), whereas
Fig. 8(b) presents the combined SNR characteristics of a multi-
mode sensor that can operate in both linear and logarithmic
modes.

The criterion for switching between operating modes is de-
rived from the comparison between the output signals received
at the same illumination levels. It is obvious that the linear mode
is preferable over the logarithmic one prior to pixel saturation.
Once the pixel has become saturated, the logarithmic mode is
preferable. The DR extension of a multimode sensor is achieved
in the logarithmic mode; hence, the DR extension is expressed
by (10).

The following values were used for the calculation:

Qmax = 62 500e− T = 300 K σr = 100 μV
Cint = 10 fF NF = 65e−
Lin. mode σPRNU = 0.1% σOff_FPN = 0.1%

tint = 30 ms
Log. mode σPRNU_ log = 0.0026 V/iph

σOff_FPN = 0.3%.

Fig. 9. Sensitivity of the multimode sensor.

The sensitivity of the multimode sensor is depicted in Fig. 9.
The NF is assessed using (2).
As can be seen after the pixel switches to logarithmic opera-

tion, the sensitivity drops by several orders of magnitude.

C. Clipping (Capacitance Adjustment) Sensors

Clipping sensors are sensors where a capacity well adjust-
ment method is applied. In this method, the integrating capac-
itance of a certain pixel is increased throughout the integration
period. For this algorithm, the DR extension is a function of the
pixel capacitance and the amount of time that this capacitance
integrates the charge. In this technique, the whole integration
time can be divided into a certain number of slots. At the
beginning of each slot, the integrating capacitance is set to a
higher value. Assuming that the integrating capacitance is being
reset every integration slot, we can relate a corresponding DRFi

that can be expressed as follows:

DRFi = 20 log10

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

i∑
n=0

Cn

i−1∑
n=0

Cn

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ti−1

ti

C0 =Cint, 1 ≤ i ≤ M (13)

where Cn is the added capacitance during the time interval
[tn, tn+1] and ti is the ith integration time slot. M is the number
of capacitance adjustment steps. Therefore, the expression for
the overall DRF is the combination of all the aforementioned
extension factors

DRF = 20 log10

(
C0 + C1

C0

)
t0
t1

•
(

C0 + C1 + C2

C0 + C1

)
t1
t2

•
(

C0 + · · · + CM

C0 + · · · + CM−1

)
tM−1

tM

= 20 log10

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

M∑
n=0

Cn

C0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ t0

tM
. (14)
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of a pixel with lateral overflowing capacitance
(LOFIC).

If the pixel capacitance is being reset only at the beginning
of a new frame, then the relations (13) and (14) become
independent of the time ratios.

A possible implementation of this method was demonstrated
in [23], where the sensing node depth potential was controlled
by an external signal that was applied to each pixel within
the APS array. Another solution is proposed in [24], where
two images are captured using two different integration ca-
pacitances within the pixel. Afterward, each capture is mul-
tiplied by two different gains, thus producing four images of
different sensitivities. One alternative solution is to use a pixel
that accommodates a lateral overflow integration capacitance
(LOFIC) [25]–[27] as shown in Fig. 10. The idea is to collect
the photogenerated charges that overcome the potential barrier
of the ConLOFIC switch that separates the photosensing area
from the pixel sensing node. Thus, there are two signals that are
read out from the pixel. The first is the signal that is completely
transferred to the integrator capacitance when the ConLOFIC

switch is disconnected from the LOFIC capacitance. The sec-
ond is the signal that is stored on both the LOFIC and integrator
capacitances that are connected by the ConLOFIC switch.

In this case, the DRF expression is simplified to

DRF = 20 log10

Cint + CLOFIC

Cint
(15)

where Cint and CLOFIC are the integrator and overflow capac-
itances, respectively. The “Reset_L” signal is used to reset the
LOFIC capacitance before it can be connected to the “sense”
node. The SNR of a pixel that does not utilize the LOFIC
capacitance is given by (1).

On the other hand, the SNR of a pixel that utilizes the LOFIC
capacitance is shown in (16) at the bottom of the page. Q̃max

denotes the full well capacity of the combined capacitance,
which consists of the initial and the overflowing capacitances.

If a Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) procedure is per-
formed, then the “kTC” component can be removed from (16).

Fig. 11. (a) Calculated SNR of signals accumulated with and without LOFIC.
(b) Combined SNR response.

However, in this case, the CDS operation requires a memory
circuit for storing the reset pixel level.

Fig. 11(a) presents the SNR calculation of each signal
separately: with LOFIC and without LOFIC (no CDS). The
combined SNR calculation results are shown in Fig. 11(b).

The following values were used in the calculation presented
in Fig. 11:

T = 300 K tint = 30 ms Vswitch = 0.8Vsat = 1.6 V

NF = 95e−
Regular mode Cint = 10 fF Qmax = 62 500e−

σPRNU = 0.1% σOff_FPN = 0.15%

σr = 98 μV

LOFIC mode Cint = 10 fF CLOFIC = 200 fF

Q̃max = 1.25Me− σPRNU = 0.1%

σOff_FPN = 0.15% σr = 5 μV.

The pixel in Fig. 10 can be formed using five transistors. Its
offset FPN is a bit larger relative to the reference 3T pixel. The
NF is assessed using (2). The DRF that is calculated using (15)
is equal to 26 dB. Vswitch is the boundary discharge voltage for
the signal processing. When the pixel does not pass Vswitch, the
preferred signal is that with the higher sensitivity; otherwise,
the output signal will be the voltage that was accumulated on
the Cint and CLOFIC capacitances. The maximum SNR (not
in the logarithmic scale) is improved beyond

√
Qmax since the

amount of charge that can be utilized for signal evaluation is

SNR = 20 log10

iphtint
Cint+CLOFIC√

σ2
r + q(iph+idc)tint

(Cint+CLOFIC)2 +
σ2
PRNUi2pht2int+σ2

Off_FPNQ̃2
max

(Cint+CLOFIC)2 + 2kT
(Cint+CLOFIC)

(16)
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Fig. 12. Calculated sensitivity for the LOFIC sensor.

increased according to the capacitances ratio (15). Moreover,
it will increase even further when the column capacitance that
is shared by all pixels in the same column will be utilized for
charge accumulation flowing out of the chosen pixel [19]. The
sensitivity for such a pixel varies according to the capacitance
utilized for signal processing. In regular mode, the sensitivity
is given by (3). When LOFIC is utilized, the sensitivity is
evaluated by

S =
dVsense

diph
=

d

diph

(
iphtint

Cint + CLOFIC

)
=

tint

Cint + CLOFIC
.

(17)

The combined sensitivity for the LOFIC sensor is depicted in
Fig. 12.

Another method for the WDR that utilizes clipping the pixel
response is presented in [28]. In this method, multiple partial
resets are applied to the pixel during the frame, with each reset
at certain time point. Each reset event sets the pixel potential to
some intermediate value. The values of the intermediate resets
are sorted in a descending order. Consequently, the brighter
pixels are clipped by a certain reset, whereas the darker pixels
continue to integrate untouched. The difference in time and
in values of the adjacent reset events sets the DRF for that
integration slot as follows:

DRFi = 20 log10

(
Qi − Qi−1

ti − ti−1
• tint

Qmax

)
(18)

where Qi is the maximal charge that can be accumulated until
the time ti. The overall DRF is given by

DRF = 20 log10

(
Qmax − QM

tint − tM
• tint

Qmax

)
(19)

Fig. 13. Calculated SNR for the multiple-partial-reset sensor.

where QM and tM are charge and time point before the last
integration slot, respectively. The SNR for such sensor can be
calculated as shown in (20) at the bottom of the page. The
calculated SNR is depicted in Fig. 13.

The calculation is performed assuming the following values:

Qmax = 62 500e Q0 = 0 Q1 =
Qmax

2

Q2 =
3Qmax

4
Q3 =

7Qmax

8
Q4 = Qmax

t0 = 0 t1 =
3tint

4
t2 =

15tint

16

t3 =
511tint

512
t3 = tint tint = 30 ms

Cint = 10 fF T = 300 K σr = 96 μV
σPRNU = 0.1% σOff_FPN = 0.1% NF = 86e− .

The pixel utilized in this method is very simple, and its structure
is identical to the reference 3T in Fig. 1. However, the NF is
higher than that in the reference sensor since the thermal noise
signals induced by the partial resets are not correlated

NF =
Cint

q

√
σ2

r +
2kT

Cint
+ σ2

Off_FPN

Q2
max

C2
int

+ q
idctint

C2
int

. (21)

The DRF is calculated using (19) to be 36 dB.
Partial-reset method extends the DR, without the need to

utilize an additional in-pixel capacitance. However, it suffers
from low sensitivity

S =
dVsense

diph
=

d

diph

(
iph(tint − ti)

Cint

)
=

tint − ti
Cint

. (22)

The decrease in sensitivity can be seen in Fig. 14.

SNR = 20 log10

Qi + iph(tint−ti)
Cint√

σ2
r + q((iph+idc)(tint−ti)+Qi)

(Cint)2
+

σ2
PRNUQ2

i
+i2ph(tint−ti)+σ2

Off_FPNQ2
max

(Cint)2
+ 2kT

(Cint)

(20)
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Fig. 14. Calculated sensitivity for the multiple-partial-reset sensor.

Fig. 15. Conceptual diagram of a light-to-frequency converting pixel.

D. Frequency-Based Sensors

In these sensors, light intensity is converted into pulse fre-
quency [29]–[32]. The conceptual diagram of this type of
pixel is depicted in Fig. 15. When the voltage at the “sense”
node passes below the reference voltage Vref , the comparator
generates a pulse that updates the data in the “Digital Storing
Unit” block and resets the integrator by means of the feedback
signal “Self Reset.” The frequency of spikes generated by a
certain light intensity can be calculated as follows:

f =
iph + id

Cint(Vreset − Vref)
=

iph + id
CintΔV

(23)

with Vreset representing the reset voltage and Vref the reference
voltage of the photodiode. ΔV is the difference between Vreset

and Vref . At the end of the frame, the digital data Dout are read
out for final processing. In this way, the pixel can output data
already in a digital domain.

It can be assessed that implementing the pixel depicted in
Fig. 15 will require at least 12 transistors.

Note that, in these sensors, the light intensity that does not
cause the pixel to discharge beyond Vref is not recognizable.
Thus, the DR in such a sensor is defined by the ratio of the
maximal counter switching rate fmax and the minimal one that
can be expressed by means of the nominal integration time tint

DR = 20 log10

fmax
1

tint

= 20 log10 fmaxtint. (24)

Fig. 16. Schematic diagram of a TTS pixel.

Assuming fmax = 5 MHz (similar numbers quoted in [30]), the
DR is equal to 105 dB.

The DRF for light-to-frequency sensors is not calculated
since these sensors detect saturation events only.

The SNR at the input of the comparator is given by

SNR=20 log10

ΔV√
σ2

r + qΔV
Cint

+σ̃2
PRNU+σ2

Off_FPN(ΔV )2+ kT
Cint

(25)

where the gain FPN component is a constant that is given by

σ̃2
PRNU = σ2

PRNU

i2pht2sat
C2

int

= σ2
PRNU(ΔV )2 (26)

where tsat is the time that it took for the pixel to discharge from
Vreset to Vref . The NF is calculated using (21) when the kTC
component is taken into account only once. The assessed noise
is 210 electrons.

It can easily be seen from (25) that the SNR curve for the
frequency-based sensor is a straight line throughout the whole
DR. If ΔV is set to its maximum possible value, the SNR
reaches its peak value for every light intensity within the DR.
This is an advantage over WDR sensors, where SNR dips
exist in the extended DR due to the sensitivity drop. However,
setting ΔV to maximum limits the sensor imaging abilities to
highly illuminated scenes. Leveling down ΔV will enable to
image darker scenes but at the expense of SNR decrease. The
saturation detection occurs with the reference to time constant
voltage; therefore, the sensitivity, as it is defined in this paper,
is not calculated for this group of sensors.

E. TTS Sensors

In these imagers, the information is encoded at the time that
the pixel is detected as saturated. Various algorithms based on
this principle have been presented in the literature [33]–[40].
A general schematic diagram of a TTS pixel is presented in
Fig. 16. Each pixel is connected to a global varying refer-
ence voltage, generated by the voltage ramp Vramp. When the
“sense” node exceeds this voltage, the pixel comparator fires a
pulse that indicates pixel saturation Vcomp. This pulse causes
a time-variant signal that encodes the time of the saturation
(Timeref) to be written into the “Saturation Event Memory.”
By knowing the time until the first firing event and the refer-
ence voltage at the time of the event, the final image can be
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Fig. 17. Calculated SNR for the TTS sensor.

reconstructed. In particular case, when Vcomp is kept constant
and there was no firing event, denoting pixel saturation, then
the light intensity can conventionally be retrieved by reading
the pixel analog value (mantissa) through a Buffer.

Generally, the highest achievable current is proportional to
the fastest rate of voltage ramp change. Therefore, the DR
extension here is

DRF = 20 log10

tint

ttoggle_min
(27)

where ttoggle_min is the minimal detectable saturation time. Its
value is constrained by the system performance and particularly
by the properties of the ADC within the pixel. Equations (28)
and (25) describe the SNR characteristics of this algorithm
for the case of a piecewise reference voltage with infinite
resolution. For pixels that saturate (i.e., reach ΔV ) within tint,
it will be constant. For the less illuminated pixels, it enables
integration throughout the whole integration period

SNR=20 log10
iphtint
Cint√

σ2
r + q(iph+idc)tint

C2
int

+
σ2
PRNUi2pht2int+σ2

Off_FPNQ2
max

C2
int

+ 2kT
Cint

.

(28)

If a monotonically rising ramp, which climbs from 0 V to
ΔV during tint, is applied, the SNR will be calculated with
(28) for all illumination levels. The value of tint in (28) will
be replaced with ttoggle (the comparator switching time) that is
given by

ttoggle =
ΔV(

ΔV
tint

+ iph
Cint

) . (29)

The calculated results are depicted in Fig. 17.
The following values were used in the SNR calculation

shown in Fig. 17:

Qmax = 62 500e− ΔV = 1 V T = 300 K

σr = 190 μV Cint = 10 fF NF = 206e−
σPRNU = 0.3% σOff_FPN = 0.3% tint = 30 ms.

Fig. 18. Calculated sensitivity for the TTS sensor.

Due to the relatively complex pixel structure, which con-
sists of at least eight transistors, these SNR simulations were
performed with higher FPN components and higher readout
variance. Increased gain FPN prevents the sensor from reaching
as high an SNR as the reference sensor, although the differences
in the maximum SNR values are minor.

The sensitivity of a TTS sensor depends on the shape of the
time-varying signal Vramp (Fig. 16) and is calculated as

S =
dVsense

diph
=

d

diph

(
iphttoggle

Cint

)
=

ttoggle
Cint

+
iph

Cint

dttoggle
diph

.

(30)

The NF is calculated using (2). From Fig. 17, we can con-
clude that the DRF in this method exceeds 50 dB. From Fig. 18,
where sensitivity of TTS sensor is depicted, it can be easily
understood that for low light intensities the preferable way of
signal processing is the voltage readout by means of Buffer
(Fig. 16), since the switching time converges to tint (29). For
the last two decades of light intensities that are “squeezed” into
a very small voltage range and the switching time converges to
be inversely proportional to iph, the preciseness of the signal
processing depends on the resolution of the saturation time
representation.

F. Sensors With Global Control Over the Integration Time

The concept of global control over the integration time is to
sample the pixel array after a predetermined integration time
and to reset the whole array regardless of the amount of charge
each pixel has integrated until then [41]–[53]. There are several
solutions implementing this concept.

One of the solutions is the conventional multiple-capture
algorithm. In this algorithm, the whole sensor integrates for dif-
ferent exposure times regardless of the incoming light intensity
[41]–[44]. The final image can be reconstructed by choosing the
closest value to saturation for each pixel. The general structure
of a pixel, used to implement the conventional multiple-capture
algorithm, is the same as for the reference pixel (see Fig. 1). It
operates identically to the reference pixel for each exposure.
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Fig. 19. Calculated SNR characteristics for a sensor utilizing conventional
multiple captures.

To simulate the conventional multiple-capture algorithm, the
sensor signal is calculated for five different exposure times, and,
after each exposure, the image is read out. The DR extension is
the ratio between the longest and the shortest exposures and is
given by

DRF = 20 log10

tmax_exposure

tmin_exposure
(31)

where tmax_exposure and tmin_exposure are the maximal and the
minimal exposure times respectively. The SNR in this WDR
scheme can be represented by (1), where tint is replaced with
one of the exposure times tint_i. The SNR calculation results
are presented in Fig. 19.

The following values were used during the simulation de-
picted in Fig. 19:

Qmax = 62 500e− T = 300 K σr = 48 μV

Cint = 10 fF σPRNU = 0.1% σOff_FPN = 0.1%

NF = 65e− tint_0 = 20 ms tint_1 = 7.5 ms

tint_2 = 1.8755 ms tint_3 = 469 μs tint_4 = 117 μs.

The NF is the same as for the reference sensor. The DRF is
calculated to be 45 dB using (31).

The SNR dips in Fig. 19 are explained by the expression

SNRdip
∼= 20 log10

√
tint_i

tint_i+1
= 10 log10

tint_i

tint_i+1
,

i = 0, . . . , 4 (32)

where tint_i and tint_i+1 are the successive exposure periods.
The sensitivity for such a sensor is given by

S =
dVsense

diph
=

d

diph

(
iphtint_i

Cint

)
=

tint_i

Cint
. (33)

The sharp falloffs in the sensitivity, as seen in Fig. 20, are
caused by the reduction in the capture times for the higher
light intensities. It can easily be understood from (32) and
(33) that, as the DR extension increases, the SNR dips and

Fig. 20. Calculated sensitivity for a sensor utilizing conventional multiple
captures.

Fig. 21. SNR for a sensor utilizing overlapping multiple captures.

sensitivity reduction will become more severe. Obviously, there
is a tradeoff between the effort to increase the DR extension
and the effort to keep the SNR drop as small as possible. One
of the ways to minimize the SNR drop is to perform multiple
captures at a high frequency [45], [47]. However, performing
captures with high frequency complicates the pixel structure
and increases the number of A–D conversions.

In the conventional multiple-capture method, the longest
integration time is lower than the frame time due to the need
to accommodate additional exposures within the same frame.
Consequently, the SNR for the low-end illumination intensi-
ties is reduced. A possible solution for extending the longest
integration time is overlapping the multiple-capture technique,
presented in [51]–[53]. In this technique, two captures, one
long and one short, occur at the same time. In other words,
the captures overlap one another; thus, the charge integrated
for a long period of time is not being dumped before the short
integration period occurs.

In order to prevent an undesired charge dump during the
frame, the whole array is reset not to the highest possible value
but to some intermediate one.

The pixel that utilizes overlapping multiple captures is iden-
tical to the reference 3T pixel (Fig. 1). The SNR in Fig. 21
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Fig. 22. Sensitivity of a sensor utilizing overlapping multiple captures.

Fig. 23. Schematic diagram of a conditionally reset pixel.

is assessed in the same way as for the conventional multiple
captures

Qmax = 62 500e− T = 300 K σr = 48 μV

Cint = 10 fF σPRNU = 0.1% σOff_FPN = 0.1%
NF = 65e− tint_0 = 30 ms tint_1 = 117 μs.

The large SNR drop is caused by a sharp decrease in the short
capture time. This can be seen in Fig. 22, where sensitivity is
depicted.

By cascading the DR extensions, the SNR dips can be re-
duced, however, at the expense of lowering the frame rate [53].

G. Sensors With Autonomous Control Over the
Integration Time

The sensors that belong to this group automatically adjust
the integration times of each pixel according to the illumination
intensity [54]–[60] by adding a conditional reset circuitry to the
pixels (Fig. 23). In such sensors, every pixel is nondestructively
read out to a logic circuitry at certain time points. This circuitry,

Fig. 24. SNR for a sensor utilizing autonomous control over the integra-
tion time.

based on comparators, compares the pixel value with the time-
invariant threshold voltage and generates a signal notifying
whether the pixel has discharged below the threshold or not.

If the pixel has discharged below the threshold, the signal
generated by the logic will reset the pixel by means of the Logic
Decision signal fed to the Conditional Reset switch (Fig. 23).
If the pixel signal level is above the threshold, it continues to
integrate without reset until the next frame. The number of
resets performed on a certain pixel is stored in the memory unit
and is updated every time the pixel is checked to be reset or
not. At the end of the frame, the pixel’s analog value (mantissa)
is read out and converted by the ADC. The digital information
regarding the number of resets is read out of the memory and is
used for autoscaling of a digitized mantissa value.

A possible implementation with four transistors of a pixel
with the conditional reset feature is presented in [61]. The DR
extension is equal to the ratio between the nominal integration
time and the minimal exposure time and thus can be calculated
by (31). The calculation of the SNR in the current group of
sensors depends on the mode of shutter they are based upon
(rolling [54] or global [57], [58], [60]).

For sensors that operate in rolling shutter mode, the SNR can
be calculated by (34), shown at the bottom of the page. tint_i in
this relation is the notation for the exposure time.

The calculated result can be seen in Fig. 24.
The SNR relation for a sensor operating in global shutter

mode will be derived in a future work.
The following values were used in the calculation:

Qmax = 62 500e− T = 300 K σr = 96 μV

Cint = 10 fF σPRNU = 0.1% σOff_FPN = 0.1%
NF = 86e− tint_0 = 30 ms tint_1 = 7.5 ms

tint_2 = 1.8755 ms tint_3 = 469 μs tint_4 = 117 μs.

SNR = 20 log10

iphtint_i

Cint√
σ2

r + q(iph+idc)tint_i

C2
int

+
σ2
PRNUi2pht2int_i

C2
int

+ σ2
Off_FPN

Q2
max

C2
int

+ 2 kT
Cint

(34)
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Fig. 25. Calculated sensitivity for the autonomous-control-over-the-
integration-time sensor.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE ASSESSED PARAMETERS FOR CONVENTIONAL

LOGARITHMIC, LINEAR–LOGARITHMIC, CLIPPING,
AND PARTIAL-RESET SENSORS

The calculated DRF is equal to 48 dB given by (31). The
NF (21) in this pixel is higher than that in the conventional
one due to the lack of ability to perform CDS. The analysis
of the sensitivity depicted in Fig. 25 is the same as that for the
multiple-capture method presented in (33).

IV. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this section is to discuss the pros and cons of
the aforementioned WDR techniques (Tables I–III). The param-
eters that have been chosen for comparison are NF, calculated
in electrons; minimal number of transistors required for pixel
implementation (Minimal # of transistors); absolute DR (DR),
calculated in decibels; DR extension factor (DRF), evaluated in
decibels; and sensitivity of the pixel (Sensitivity), assessed in
volts per picoampere. These parameters are essential for proper
understanding of the tradeoffs associated with each category
and provide the basis for comparison between the reviewed
algorithms. For every WDR category, the assessed sensitivity
will not be presented as an absolute number but rather as a range
of possible values received from the appropriate figures.

The top row in Table I presents the performance character-
istics of a conventional sensor based on the reference pixel
(Fig. 1). The conventional sensor (Conv.) has low NF due to its

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE ASSESSED PARAMETERS FOR

FREQUENCY-BASED AND TTS SENSORS

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE ASSESSED PARAMETERS FOR GLOBAL AND

AUTONOMOUS CONTROL OVER THE INTEGRATION TIME SENSORS

simple pixel structure. Since the only operation which is needed
to perform after the integration is ADC conversion, the control
over the reference sensor is very simple. The conventional
sensor requires only a minimal amount of circuitry, and its out-
put signal processing is straightforward. Therefore, the power
consumption for such a sensor is low. The spatial resolution
can be assessed qualitatively assuming that the pixel arrays
of all sensors discussed previously occupy the same area and
are implemented in the same technology. Thus, as the minimal
number of transistors within the pixel rises, the spatial reso-
lution decreases. Consequently, sensors based on pixels with
three transistors have the best spatial resolution. The sensitivity
of the conventional sensor is constant through the whole DR.
Both the pixel capacitance and the integration time are constant.

The logarithmic sensor (Log.), mentioned earlier, has a very
simple pixel structure; however, its NF is higher than that of
the reference pixel due to increased offset FPN. Generally,
the power consumption of the logarithmic sensor is low, as
it does not require any complicated circuitry at its periphery.
The control over such a sensor is simple, but it becomes more
complicated when calibration procedures for FPN reduction
are utilized. A remarkable DR extension is achieved through
compressing the sensor response, which maps large range light
intensities to a very small voltage signal. This fact is clearly
shown by the four-orders-of-magnitude difference in sensitivity
between low and high photocurrents. We assess that the loga-
rithmic sensor owns the highest sensitivity of all WDR sensors
in low light conditions and one of the lowest in the extended
DR. To conclude, the logarithmic sensor provides a very wide
DR and high spatial resolution. However, this sensor requires
more complex color processing due to the nonlinear response
and has a reduced sensitivity at high illumination intensities due
to its companding ability.

The pixel that is capable of operating in both linear and
logarithmic modes (multimode) consists of a minimum of
three transistors; therefore, the spatial resolution of the sensor
based on such a pixel is high. Generally, the NF in multimode
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sensors can be regarded as low since their pixels do not contain
frequently switched circuitry, and CDS procedure for kTC noise
elimination can be performed. Low NF allows this multimode
sensor to reach a very high DR (118 dB), while its DRF is the
same as that for the pure logarithmic sensor. The control over
a multimode sensor can be more complicated than that of the
pure logarithmic sensor [16] due to the need to store a linearly
integrated value and then to compare it to that received in the
logarithmic mode of operation. In such a case, the frame rate
is lower, and power consumption is higher than that in the pure
logarithmic sensor. In the regular integration mode, the light in-
tensities are linearly mapped to pixel voltage, and the sensitivity
is high. However, in the logarithmic mode, high light intensities
are compressed to a small swing, and, as a result of that com-
pression, the sensitivity drops abruptly. We can conclude that
the multimode sensor allows reaching very high DR with decent
spatial resolution but at the expense of very low sensitivity at
high end of illumination level and nontrivial signal processing.

Sensors utilizing LOFIC and multiple-partial-reset (M. Par-
tial Resets) method are both categorized as clipping sensors.
An important advantage of the latter method over LOFIC is
simpler pixel structure, allowing higher spatial resolution. Both
of the aforementioned methods produce piecewise linear pixel
response, but, in the sensor with LOFIC, additional signal
processing is required before for the output signal selection be-
tween two or more signals, whereas, in the multiple partial-reset
sensor, only one signal is received from the pixel; thus, the latter
sensor can achieve higher frame rate. Power consumption in
the sensor using LOFIC is higher than that consumed in partial
resets due to extensive signal processing. However, the imple-
mentation of the partial-reset method requires a very accurate
analog circuitry and precise timing control since every time the
pixel is being reset to a different intermediate value throughout
the frame. Nonuniformity of reset values or nonuniformity in
the times of the reset events, throughout the APS array, can
cause increased gain FPN. The accuracy and precision of the
reset events can limit either the size of the array or the frame
rate as well. The advantages of the LOFIC sensor, referring to
the partial-reset sensor, are lower NF due to the possibility of
performing CDS and higher sensitivity in highly lighted scenes.
A certain advantage of the LOFIC sensor over other WDR
sensors is the maximal reachable SNR, which exceeds

√
Qmax

bound proportionally to the capacitance ratio (15).
Table II contains the performance characteristics of the

frequency-based and TTS sensors. These sensors are based
on relatively complex pixels that include ADCs, self-reset
circuitry, etc. For that reason, the NF is assessed to be higher
compared to that of the other sensors. Another drawback of
these sensors is that their spatial resolution is low since the min-
imal transistor count within the pixel is higher relatively than
other sensors. The power consumption is high, since the pixel is
frequently self-reset and the counter is toggled at the same
frequency [30].

In TTS sensors, the dominant power consumers are in-
pixel comparator and peripheral circuits that perform the final
calculation of the signal according to the threshold voltage and
the time it took for the pixel to saturate [38]. Note that, in
some TTS sensors, a very precise time-varying global reference

should be generated. Uniformity in the distribution of time-
varying voltage throughout the pixel array can limit the spatial
resolution in TTS sensors. Frequency-based sensors also neces-
sitate supplying additional global data lines throughout the APS
array. However, most of those signal lines are digital, excluding
the reference voltage. The reference voltage is time invariant,
so it can easily be distributed evenly to each pixel within the
array. The final readout for frequency-based sensors is usually
simpler than that of TTS since each pixel already contains
the digitized data output (Fig. 15). In case that TTS pixel
is digital [34], the readout procedure is the same. However,
the digital data in frequency based sensor is generated by the
pixel itself, whereas in TTS sensor, a global bus should deliver
the whole digital word to all pixels in parallel. Therefore, we
assess that frequency based sensors and TTS sensors based
upon digital pixels, have the highest frame rate relatively other
WDR schemes. In frequency-based sensors, the mapping of
light intensity to the frequency of the reset spikes is linear.
On the other hand, in TTS sensors mapping the incoming light
intensity to the saturation time to is non-linear. An important
advantage of frequency-based and TTS sensors is that they
can reach a very high DR, particularly those based on TTS,
where the reference voltage control is extremely flexible [38].
Moreover, as can be learned from Table II, TTS sensors reach
the highest DR and DRF.

Table III presents the assessment of the parameters of
WDR sensors that are based on conventional (Conv. Mult.
Captures), overlapping-multiple-captures (Overlap. Mult. Cap-
tures), and autonomous-control-over-integration-time (Auto-
nom) algorithms.

Sensors based on these three algorithms reach remarkable
DR and DRF while keeping the pixel structure very simple.
Moreover, the DR extension in these sensors is very flexible
and can be changed according to (31). The spatial resolution
of a sensor with autonomous integration time control will
be slightly below those utilizing conventional or overlapping
multiple captures due to additional transistor implementing
the conditional reset ability. The sensitivity of a sensor with
conventional multiple captures is lower than that with overlap-
ping captures or autonomous integration time control due to
the reduced longest integration time. In overlapping multiple
captures, the sensitivity is low throughout the whole extended
DR since only one capture for the DR extension is utilized. At
high end of illumination intensities in these three WDR sensors,
the sensitivity in the extended DR region falls by two orders of
magnitude; however, it is still relatively higher than that in the
logarithmic and TTS sensors.

The drawback of the conventional multiple-capture sensor
is that it requires extensive periphery DSP circuitry. The data
processing in such sensor involves multiple A–D conversions
and frequent readout cycles from memory units that store the
digitized pixel values from the previous captures. In a multiple-
exposure sensor, the frame rate can be limited by the time
required to process increasing the number of possible outputs.
It is possible to reduce the number of possible output signals
and spare the need for memory units for storing pixel values
from multiple frames if two captures are utilized only [51]. In
this way, the final output signal can be retrieved immediately
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after the second pixel readout. However, extending the DR
using two captures only will cause severe SNR drop at the
boundary of the extended range (32). On the other hand, in
sensors with autonomous control over the integration time, the
control is not complicated since the intermediate comparisons
of the pixel values are performed to a constant voltage and the
final processing involves autoscaling of a single digitized pixel
value only. The DR extension in such sensors is bounded by
the minimal time of the memory update process, which occurs
between the saturation checks.

The dominant power consumption sources for conventional
multiple-capture sensors are memory unit and digital signal
processing circuitry. In the case of overlapping multiple cap-
tures, the main power consumer is the signal processing cir-
cuitry outside the pixel. The dominant power consumer in
sensors with autonomous integration time control is the mem-
ory unit that stores the WDR bits.

V. SUMMARY

As the technology of implementation of CISs scales down,
pixel size is being reduced, increasing the spatial resolution.
Further improvement in the spatial resolution can be achieved
by sharing certain circuitry among adjacent pixels [51]. Power
consumption is being reduced as supply voltages decrease.
Further power decrease can be achieved by using of low-power
techniques [60].

Scaling down of pixel size causes a decrease in intrapixel ca-
pacitance. Smaller capacitance levels up the sensor sensitivity,
improving its ability to detect low light intensities. However,
such capacitance reduction increases the “kTC” noise, and
decreases the maximal SNR. Consequently, CDS procedure,
which removes the “kTC” noise is desirable to be utilized in the
final signal processing and the in-pixel capacitance size should
be sufficient to keep the required maximal SNR.

Generally, there are three approaches for widening DR non-
linear, piecewise linear, and linear according to the sensor
transfer function. The nonlinear approach that is utilized in
logarithmic, multimode, and TTS sensors allows reaching very
high DR but with remarkable loss of sensitivity which nega-
tively affects the image quality. Sensors with piecewise linear
and linear response such as clipping, global, and autonomous
control over the integration time reach the DR, which is sim-
ilar to that of nonlinear sensors, with improved sensitivity.
Frequency-based sensors, which have a linear response, reach a
high DR but with loss of information in the darker scenes.

The quantitative assessments of the DR extension, NF, SNR,
minimal transistor count, and sensitivity for each category of
WDR sensors were performed and discussed. Power consump-
tion was discussed qualitatively. Advantages and drawbacks
of each of the seven sensor categories were discussed and
summarized.
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